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Fermi, Friends and Facts, Oh My!
By Michael Martin, RVAS Secretary
President Dwight Holland opened the April meeting by introducing several guests in attendance.
First up was John Pellican and his son Michael
Pellican who are first time visitors to the club. Michael has a strong interest in space and astronomy.
He enjoys watching YouTube channels dedicated to
the topic and loves to take out his telescope to
view the planets, particularly Venus and Jupiter.

Guests Michael Pellican (left) and his father, John, listen intently during the reports on outreach and other
club activities.
Photo by Carolyn Baratta

Also visiting was former member, Al Durham. Al
came by to hear our speaker tonight and is an avid
reader of astronomical topics and the hobby.
RVAS President Dr. Dwight Holland emphasizes a point
during his opening comments at our April meeting.

Dwight went “around the horn” to check in with
club officers regarding any developments since our
last meeting. Vice President John Wenskovitch
(Meeting Continued on page 2)

Photo by Frank Baratta
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reported that due to the positive reception and
interest from his February talk on visualization, he
may try to set up a weekend tour of the Virginia
Tech “CAVE”, the virtual reality facility he referenced. Treasurer Larry Hill reported a positive
balance in our budget with recent expenditures for
the upcoming “Earth Day” activity in Grandin Village. Member at Large Ray Bradley updated the
club on upcoming outreach opportunities to include
an observing session at the Craig County Public Library, four LiTel presentations and observing sessions scheduled in June with Roanoke County Public
Libraries, and two Astronomy presentations to be
given during a Cub Scout Day Camp also in June. (If
interested in participating in any of these events,
please
contact
Ray
at
MemberatLarge@rvasclub.or.) Ray also brought up a
great opportunity for the club to visit the Radford
Planetarium in the near future as well. Dwight concluded the officers’ reports by reminding people of
the upcoming election for club officers in June and
gave a shout out to our Newsletter, Editor David
E. Thomas, for his Astronomical League’s Mabel Sterns Newsletter Award nomination for outstanding achievement in newsletters.
For observing reports, Bert Herald came ready
with a slide show of his most recent endeavors with
astrophotography. Set up in West Virginia and using
a tracking mount with no auto-guiding, Bert took
ten, two-minute exposures of the Auriga Constellation. Along with color images, Bert experimented

with a new monochrome imager by taking three hundred, ten second exposures of M51. What the
Whirlpool galaxy lacked in color, it more than made
up for with faint details, impressive structural features and limited image noise. As a final treat, Bert
showed off a time-lapse video made from his night
of observing.
President of the Astronomical League, John Goss
presented information on a recent convention he
and his wife Genevieve attended in North Carolina.
The Southern Stars Astronomical Convention has
been held for twenty years and hosted 120 people
for a weekend of astronomy, nature and good food.
John attended several talks dealing with topics

Astronomical League President and RVAS member John
Goss highlights the activities at the Southern Star Astronomy Convention.
Photo by Frank Baratta
(Meeting Continued on page 3)

The Roanoke Valley Astronomical Society is a membership organization of amateur astronomers dedicated to the pursuit of observational
and photographic astronomical activities. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on the third Monday of each month. See calendar on last page
of newsletter for location. Meetings are open to the public. Observing sessions are held one or two weekends a month at a dark-sky site.
Yearly dues are: Individual, $20.00; Senior Individual, $18.00; Family, $25.00; Senior Family, $22.00; Student, $10.00. Articles, quotes,
etc. published in the newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of the RVAS or its editor.
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such as variable stars, light wavelengths and astrophotography. It was a wonderful four days of astronomy by night and talks by day.
Our feature presentation this month was given by
club member Roger Pommerenke. Roger was introduced by his wife and our guest for the evening,
Mandy, who provided the club with an overview of
Roger’s many personal and professional accomplishments around the globe. “Fermi, Friends and Facts
Every Amateur Astronomer Should Know” was the
title of tonight’s talk, and Roger started off by
providing a nice history lesson of some important
figures in the scientific community. Goodricke,
Leavitt, Cannon, Hertzsprung, Baade, Hubble-Roger
walked us through an all-star cast of scientists.
From the story of John Goodricke’s incredible observing of binary stars while overcoming his deafness to Henrietta Leavitt, who categorized stars
and became known as the woman who measured the
universe, Roger was full of enlightening and entertaining stories spanning the gamut of astronomical
interests.
Enrico Fermi, famed theoretical and experimental
physicist of the early atomic age, was the focus of
the evening. Roger guided the club through Fermi’s
life beginning in 1901, his contributions to E=mc 2

Mandy Pommerenke introduces our featured speaker-her husband, Roger!--and highlights some of his adventures.

and the Grand Unified Theory. Fermi would defect
from Nazi Germany during World War II and warn
the western allies of its intention to develop an
atomic weapon. Roger played a clip from a play entitled “Copenhagen”. This play portrays the meeting
between physicists Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg regarding the development of nuclear fission
of uranium and the weapons that could result.
Fermi is an incredibly important individual in the
scientific community, and Roger hit that point home
by listing the different things named after the scientist, for example: Fermi energy, Fermi gas and
Fermi acceleration just to name a few. Of all of
these, the Fermi paradox regarding the potential
and lack of contact with extra-terrestrial life
caught the attention of the club. Guest Michael
Pellican gave an excellent explanation of what is
required for life as we know it to thrive. Michael
pointed out that a planet must be in a habitable
zone and have water to thrive. The question on why
we haven’t come across or been contacted by alien
life was raised. Dwight mentioned that the communication distances and life span of a species could
hinder such efforts. The prospect was also raised
that other intelligent life may just not be out
there. Past President Michael Good mentioned
that we are listening in the “waterhole”, a radioquiet portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, and
it’s possible that alien life is communicating in
bands of energy that we aren’t searching. Member
at Large Ray Bradley gave his opinion on the low
probability of discovering intelligent life, much less
making first contact, given the constraints imposed
by the laws of physics. Clark Thomas spoke about
the limitations of the speed of light and the possibility of communicating with quantum entanglement
or “spooky action at a distance” as Einstein elaborately put it. And, Dwight mentioned that scientists estimate that if computing power continues
its current pace of progress, we should start to
make some headway into detecting a signal by the
2040’s. From this author’s stand point, I’ll just wait
for the Vulcans to show up in 2063, since “First
Contact” Day is only 45 years away.
(Meeting Continued on page 4)

Photo by Frank Baratta
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With his presentation concluded, the group gave
Roger a round of applause, with Dwight thanking
him for an informative evening. Sadly, due to time
restraints, our monthly series “What’s Up” with

Frank Baratta was missed, but highlights can be
found elsewhere in this newsletter. The meeting
was adjourned with our next scheduled time together being May 21st.

RVAS Membership Renewals
15% “Early Bird Discount!
It’s that time again. Everyone's membership expires on June 30th, so it’s time to renew. Once again,
you’ll reap a reward if we receive yours by then – a 15% “Early Bird” discount off your regular rate!!! Annual membership dues are:
Family -- $25.00 regular rate ($21.25 Early Bird rate)
Senior Family (65 or older) -- $22.00 regular rate ($18.70 Early Bird rate)
Individual -- $20.00 regular rate ($17.00 Early Bird rate)
Senior Individual (65 or older) -- $18.00 regular rate ($15.30 Early Bird rate)
Student -- $10.00 regular rate ($8.50 Early Bird rate)
Don’t delay! Make your check to “RVAS” for the appropriate amount. Send it to Larry Hill, 5220 Hawkbill
Circle, Roanoke, VA 24018; or bring it with you to the May 21 st or June 18th meeting. But your renewal
must be received by June 30th to qualify for the Early Bird discount!
Uncertain about your current membership type? Don’t worry, a roster with that information was emailed to
you in late April. Questions? Call the RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651.

Get Connected!
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members? Join the RVAS Yahoo Group! Share last-minute
observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it. You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email address. Click the link below. Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name
since the group is only for members and those invited. You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the moderator.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info
For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651). We’ll have you connected in no time!

Use Our Message Line!
Want to check whether anyone is getting out on a scheduled observing session night or share that you’re
planning to do so? Have questions about the club or need its assistance? Call the RVAS Message Line,
540-774-5651, and leave a message or listen for any information available.
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From Some Other Seat
By John Wenskovitch, Vice President RVAS
As a temporary substitute for Dwight’s usual article, I don’t have any club business points to discuss.
Instead, I want to share a story about the friendliness and sense of community that exists within this
hobby.
Like many of our club members, I traveled into the
total solar eclipse path back in August of last year,
where I had a number of great conversations with
amateur astronomers from across the country at
AstroCon. Unfortunately, with the Fall semester
starting soon after the stellar sky show, I had to
hurry back across the country immediately after.
Of course, I stopped at home in Pittsburgh on the
way back, both to celebrate my father’s birthday
and to assist with the August star parties hosted
by the AAAP Pittsburgh group.

Ladd Observatory, Brown University

During the second of those star parties, I got into
a long conversation with one of our guests, a man by
the name of Dave Huestis. Dave is the Historian of
The Skyscrapers group, an astronomy club based in
Rhode Island. He was impressed by our observatory’s 1910 Brashear refractor, but decided to show
us up by describing his group’s 1878 Alvan Clarke
refractor, mounted at their Seagrave Memorial
Observatory site. By the end of the conversation,
I had an open invitation to come for a tour the next
time I was in New England.
At the end of April, I finally got my chance. Departing a conference in the Frozen Northlands of
Montreal, I drove south for a surprisingly short
distance, arriving in Providence by mid-afternoon.
Dave had planned a busy two days for me. Our
first stop was Ladd Observatory on the campus of
Brown University. This observatory was dedicated
in 1891, before gas lamps began to light the thensuburbs and you could place an observatory a mile
from downtown. We were met by Mike Umbricht,
the Observatory Curator and an all-around brilliant
human. The centerpiece of the observatory is the

12 inch Brashear Reflector

big brother of the
AAAP telescope, a
12-inch Brashear
refractor in immaculate condition. My
tour through Ladd
also included their
antique spectroscopes and collection
of mechanical clocks.
I’m sorry to report
that rumors of the
observatory being
haunted by the
ghost of H.P. Lovecraft are false… at
least during daylight
hours.

Learning that I am a computer scientist, Mike invited me to tour the warehouse/museum of the RetroComputing Society of Rhode Island the next morning. The RCS/RI collects and preserves vintage
computers, with a focus on scientific machinery and
mainframes from the 1960s and 70s. Over the
course of two hours, I got a great history lesson
and had the opportunity to pepper Mike with question after question. Mike is one of the coolest
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people who I ever met, and I never would have had
the chance without talking to Dave eight months
earlier. But anyway, this visit is a bit of a tangent
from the astronomy part of the tour.
During the afternoon, I drove out to meet Dave
again at Seagrave Memorial Observatory, the Skyscrapers observing location in Scituate, Rhode Island. The observatory is named after its founder,
amateur astronomer Frank Evans Seagrave. I got a
thorough tour of the observatory, which contains
four permanently-mounted telescopes, including
that 1878 Alvan Clark. Also joining us during the
tour was Pranvera Hyseni, the Founder and Director of Astronomy Outreach of Kosovo, who was visiting the group after giving (what I’m told was) a
fantastic talk at NEAF. Pran and I had another
great conversation that came simply from two
people in the same place who enjoy the same hobby.

Alvin Clark 8 inch Refractor Telescope

The weather for observing that night wasn’t looking promising, with clouds pushing in from both the
southeast due to a storm over the ocean, as well as
from a cold front coming in from the west. But
starting at about an hour after sunset (which occurs surprisingly early at 71°W), both sets started
to disperse. The unfortunately near-full Moon prevented us from looking at much in the way of deepsky objects, but I got a fantastic view of Jupiter,
its Galilean Moons, and its Red Spot through the
Clark scope after the planet cleared the trees. At
140 years, that is now the oldest telescope that
I’ve ever looked through.
I encourage everyone to attend public events and
chat with guests. You never know what connections
you might make.

Seagrave Memorial Observatory, Scituate, Rhode Island

Are You Receiving Your Newsletters
and Other Club Emails?
To save having to download newsletters from our website, these and other items of interest are emailed
to members. If you have not been receiving these items by email, please let us know by calling the RVAS
Message Line at 540-774-5651. Please also check whether your spam blocker is intercepting our emails.
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Twenty Hours of Astronomy Day
By Ray Bradley and Dan Chrisman
To celebrate Astronomy Day, club members conducted two events. For the first event, Dan Chrisman, Ray Bradley, and Sierra Bradley travelled
to Craig County to demonstrate observing with a
library telescope. At the second event, Rand
Bowden, Frank Baratta, Rick Rader, Mike
Hutkin, Ray Bradley, Frances Brown, Arnita
Preston, Keith Wimmer, Michael and Lauren
Martin, Clark Thomas, Roger Pommerenke, Michael Good and Dan Chrisman gathered at Grandin
Village “to bring Astronomy to the People” in conjunction with Roanoke’s Earth Day. Both events

Ray and Sierra Bradley at the Craig County Public Library Outreach.

were very successful with twenty participants at

Photo by Dan Chrisman

the Craig County Public Library LiTel demonstration
and about three hundred people encountered at
Saturday’s Earth Day celebration.

trons may associate solar viewing with a library tel-

These events were so successful that the RVAS
Executive Committee decided to enter the Astronomical League’s Astronomy Day Award competition. Sky & Telescope magazine sponsors this competition with $150 prizes for the best events in
each of three population-served categories, one
$50 prize to the organization with the best new
idea, and one $50 award for the club that consistently holds quality events year after year. RVAS

escope which does not include the proper filter.)
Between sunset and astronomical twilight, library
patrons were given hands-on experience with one of
the three Library Telescopes (one belonging to the
library and two brought from the club) to find and
view the waxing crescent moon. We also brought
two pairs of binoculars for patrons to explore the
night sky while waiting to view objects through the
telescopes.

earned an Honorable Mention in 2006. What fol-

The patrons who came out on this cool evening were

lows is a synopsis of our club’s award submission.

very enthusiastic and ranged from home schooled

20 April, 7:00pm-10:00pm – Library Telescope
(LiTel) demonstration for the Craig County Public
Library at the Craig Valley Baptist Church Picnic
Shelter.

families to retired college professors. Taking a
suggestion from John Goss, we placed a cellphone
camera adaptor on one of the library telescopes
for patrons to take photos. The patrons’ enthusiasm increased exponentially and shares on social

After an effective demonstration of the library

media emanated throughout the Web as soon as

telescope (a modified Orion StarBlast 4.5” Astro

the cameras were taken off the adaptor. With the

Reflector Telescope), we used a 4” refractor for

approaching astronomical twilight, club members

solar observing until sunset. (We did not want to
use a solar filter on a LiTel for concern that paRVAS NL— May 2018— Pg 8 of 17
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handouts for visitors to take. Club members talked

(Astro Day Continued from page 8)

to visitors about their astronomical interests and
then took visitors on a short tour of other objects

answered questions about astronomy and/or the

easily seen with a library telescope to include Ve-

club. Guests were encouraged to attend the next

nus, the Orion Nebula, a binary companion to Pola-

RVAS meeting at the Science Museum of Western

ris, Pleiades, and a variety of stars.

Virginia. Anecdotally, Frank Baratta was able to

21 April, 7:30am-3:00pm – Astronomy Day at
Grandin Village, Roanoke, VA.

engage a lot of visitors through the famous yearlong solar analemma multiple-exposure photograph
made in 1978 by Dennis DiCicco. The combination

RVAS members set up five astronomical stations

of a new perspective on the sun's motion through

for visitors during this well-attended event. Mate-

our sky, astrophotography and a story with a punch

rials for handouts came from the Astronomical

line captured many people.

League, Sky & Telescope magazine, the Northeast
Astronomy Forum, Morehead Planetarium, and

Station 2: Astronomy Games

NASA. We used components and ideas from many
of the outreach kits given to the club by the Night
Sky Network. And our preparation included invaluable training and knowledge from webinars, teleconferences, and websites produced by the NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory Museum Alliance, Astronomical Society of the Pacific, and various NASA mission sites. RVAS owes a great debt of gratitude to
these and many other organizations for sharing
their resources.
Station 1: Amateur Astronomy Promotion and
Membership Drive

Ray Bradley using games to teach astronomy
Photo by Frank Baratta

At this station, RVAS members conducted three
hands-on activities to engage children and teach
basic astronomy. These games were developed from
experience gained by club members while participating in STEM activities at regional elementary
schools. During these programs, we encounter people of all ages with a range of knowledge about asFrank Baratta at the Astronomy Promotion Station

tronomy from grade school students, to older siblings, to curious parents. Our goal is to provide a
fun way to interest everyone to learn more about

Photo by Rand Bowden

astronomy. At the same time, we want our activities to be easy for volunteers to run, compact for

At this station we displayed a poster board advertising the club’s activities and had multiple
RVAS NL— May 2018— Pg 9 of 17
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During outreach events, we first ask visitors to

(Astro Day Continued from page 9)

step on the scale set for Earth’s gravity to give a
portability, hands-on, and most important, enter-

baseline weight. Then they proceed to the scales

taining.

for our moon, Mars, Jupiter, Pluto, and the comet

All stations, including the Astronomy games for
children, drew the attention of several elementary
and middle school teachers who were eager to
adapt our teaching aids into their classes. Several
teachers expressed interest in club members
providing outreach, augmenting their coursework
with our games.

67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. These scales provide a simple demonstration of the concept that
the more massive an object is, the greater the
gravitational force it possesses. Our activity usually stops here. However, we also have a scale calibrated to Saturn’s gravity (.92G) that we occasionally use to show that weight also depends on the
distance from the center of mass.

Station 3: Gravity Scales

Station 4: Library Telescope Program

Dan Chrisman at the gravity scales activity

Michael Martin helping two young visitors use the LiTel
Photo by Rick Rader

Photo by Frank Baratta

The Gravity Scale activity is a staple of RVAS outreach events because the scales draw visitors into
our booth better than anything else. As Mike
Hutkin put it, “I don’t think there was more than a
minute or two when there wasn’t someone (old and
young) getting on the scales and asking questions.”
Keith Wimmer also staffed this station.

RVAS keeps a couple of extra Orion StarBlast 4.5”
Astro Reflector Telescopes for training library
staff and to promote the region’s Library Telescope program during outreach events. In addition
to the hands-on opportunity to use this telescope,
we present a static display of the participating libraries in the area. Also, interested visitors are

For this activity, club members modify older, analog

given a handout with more details about the LiTel

bathroom scales by replacing the manufacturer’s

program.

dial face which is set to Earth’s gravity (1G) with a
dial face set to the gravity of a particular planet,
moon, or asteroid.

This station proved very popular as many people
were amazed that they could check out a telescope
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from their library. To take advantage of the time
visitors spent waiting to view objects through the
LiTel, club members used a pair of Vixen 10x50
binoculars to demonstrate an excellent way to view
the night sky before deciding to purchase a telescope of their own.
Station 5: Solar Observing

Ms. Frances Brown, President of the Dr. Beth A. Brown
Science Foundation and Ms. Anita Preston
Photo by Frank Baratta

Roger Pommerenke finding the Sun for visitors to view

became the first African-American to receive her
Ph.D. from the University of Michigan’s Department of Astronomy. Dr. Brown worked as an Astro-

Photo by Frank Baratta

physicist for the NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen-

Fortunately, the weather cooperated this year and

ter in Maryland until her untimely death at age 39

RVAS was able to use the club’s Coronado So-

from a pulmonary embolism.

larMax 40 Telescope for visitors to view the sun in
the H-alpha bandwidth. We also provided a pair of
Lunt 8x32 Sunoculars for people to view the sun
through white light filters. The sun kindly presented two small sunspots throughout the day, though
it was a bit stingy with prominences. Clark, Roger
and Rick provided outreach at this station.
Guest Station - Dr. Beth A. Brown Science
Foundation

The Dr. Beth A. Brown Science Foundation was established in her honor. The foundation provides
scholarships to students majoring in Astronomy or
Physics. In addition, the Dr. Beth A. Brown Science
Foundation purchased and donated two Library Telescopes to inner city libraries in Roanoke.
http://drbethabrownsciencefoundation.com
In summary, RVAS strongly continued their As-

Each Astronomy Day, RVAS invites the Dr. Beth A.
Brown Science Foundation to share our activity
space to promote the foundation’s mission. A Roanoke native, Dr. Brown graduated valedictorian
from William Fleming High School, Summa Cum

tronomy Day tradition dating back to the late
1980’s. The locations have changed but the leadership, this year by Rand Bowden and Ray Bradley,
and dedication of our club members remain exemplary.

Laude in Astrophysics at Howard University, and
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RVAS from the Past
By Bill Dillon

RVAS 25 Years Ago
In the May 1993 RVAS Newsletter we find members eagerly awaiting the May monthly meeting
speaker while bemoaning news of a potential use of
space for advertising, and happily finalizing plans
for the June picnic and star party.
Ken Jacobs, Associate Professor and head of the
Hollins College (University now) Physics Department was slated to speak on “Space Ventures in the
21st Century”, a timely topic in light of the economic conditions the Country experienced in the late
‘80s and early ‘90s. The talk was expected to address “big science” versus “little science”, whether
the U.S. can or should afford large “Apollo-like”
projects or more numerous, smaller projects limited in scope and expected results.
Perhaps not so coincidentally, the lead newsletter
article reported on a “planned” commercial project
to place a “mile-long” billboard into space, with the
potential if successful of dozens or hundreds more
to follow. Of course astronomers and scientists
throughout the world (RVAS included) were up in
arms decrying the horrifying thought of seeing
these objects every time one looked up at night.
Twenty-five years later we are thankfully waiting
for the first one to appear.
Plans for the picnic and star party were coming
along nicely with the date of June 12th and location
once again of the Franklin County Recreational Park
already set. Members were asked to bring a side

dish, salad or dessert to compliment the burgers,
hot dogs and non-alcoholic liquid refreshments being provided by the Club. Daylight filtered observing was hoped for along with general observing after dark.
While waiting for darkness after dinner, an astronomy film would be shown and some “laid-back” participative activities would be attempted. A good
time was hoped for by all.

RVAS 10 Years Ago
Most of the news in the May 2008 Newsletter focused on Club administrative matters with the lead
article reporting on recent changes, approved by
member ballot, to the RVAS Constitution and ByLaws.
The Nominations Committee reported a full slate
of candidates for election to office for the upcoming year.
And the four winning photos were shown for the
RVAS 2008 astrophotography competition. As
there were only four photos submitted in the competition all by the same person, deciding on the
winning photos was rather easy, and one person
walked away with all the prizes. RVAS President
Michael Overacker expressed hope that more
members would participate in next year’s competition.
A listing of nearby upcoming Star Parties and
RVAS observing events was included in the Newsletter.
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Cub Scouts Discover Nova at SMWV
By Ray Bradley, Rand Bowden, Dwight Holland, and Dan Chrisman

Ray, Dan and Dwight at the January 9th event.

In January, the Science Museum of Western Virginia hosted for the first time a Cub Scout Nova
program with the assistance of members from
RVAS. In May 2012, the Boy Scouts of America
created a Nova program for each level of Scouting
with awards for a variety of STEM subjects. Education Manager Hannah Weiss of the SMWV selected the “Out of this World” award for the museum’s inaugural event. With several paths to complete the requirements for this award, Hannah and
her science officers, Educators Jordan Thayer
and Cass Morris developed a two-day event where
Cub Scouts learned to create model colonies and
rovers for future human exploration of the planet
Mars. This event was repeated on two succeeding
weekends for a combined total of 120 Scouts accompanied by as many adult partners.
For each event, the participating Scouts were divided into three groups that rotated through
three different stations within the museum.
RVAS was asked to run one of these stations
where, in only thirty minutes, we taught the
Scouts aspects of astronomy and space science
needed for a manned mission to Mars. Ray Bradley, Dan Chrisman, and Dwight Holland developed three lessons for our station. We anticipated that conducting a class for up to twenty energized Cub Scouts would be quite challenging and

Photo by Sierra Bradley

too inefficient. So, we decided to subdivide our
station by thirds during the January 19 th event
and added Sierra Bradley to Ray’s substation.
Due to scheduling conflicts, we lost Dwight and his
lesson for the January 26th and February 9th
events. So, we subdivided our station by halves
and augmented our lessons with Carolyn Chrisman
and Rand Bowden respectively at Dan’s substation.
For one lesson, Ray and Sierra taught the Scouts
the dangers of solar flares while traveling to and
exploring Mars. The Scouts mostly knew that the
Earth’s atmosphere protects us from most of the
radiation from solar flares while Mars has no such
protection. Less well known was how our planet’s
magnetic field shields us from coronal mass ejections (magnetized plasma of electrons and protons)
and that Mars doesn’t have a molten core to generate this protective field. Sierra and Ray used
balled-up paper and a spotlight to demonstrate
how future colonists can utilize the velocity of
light and the relatively slower velocity of charged
particles, both from a solar flare, for an early-
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Dwight teaches Scouts the effects of space travel on
the human body.
Photo by Hannah Weiss

Carolyn shows Scouts how to use binoculars and Library Telescopes.
Photo by Hannah Weiss

warning detection system (“Flash, Duck and Cover”).
The Scouts enjoyed pummeling Ray with paper balls
as they tried to throw them faster than a Scout
hitting him with a spotlight beam.
For the first Nova event Dwight conducted a separate lesson on the effects of long-duration space
travel on the human body.
This lesson was combined with Ray’s and Sierra’s
lesson for the next two events.
Dwight's mini-session included space medicine topics for the Scouts such as: the body changes that
occur in microgravity including fluid shifts toward
the head; the loss of bone and muscle strength
(and how to combat those with resistance exercise ); and the

Rand shows a Scout how to adjust a pair of binoculars.
Photo by Hannah Weiss

Ray and Sierra lead Scouts in zero-G exercises.
Photo by Hannah Weiss

other problems such as radiation beyond the Van
Allen belts. Dwight also discussed what it feels
like to fly in "weightlessness" in zero-g profiles in
aircraft to simulate space effects for short periods of time. The Scouts seemed very interested in
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Ray discusses the importance of teamwork for a Martian engineering project during a Saturday morning
session.
Photo by Dan Chrisman

Scouts explain their model colony to Dan during a Saturday morning session.
Photo by Hannah Weiss

the program and asked many questions along the
way.
Dan, paired with either Carolyn or Rand, split their
substation and rotated the Cub Scouts between
two activities. The Cubs tested six to eight different types of binoculars and a Library telescope.
For the Earth/Mars Orienteering activity, the Cubs
considered sundials, star charts and compasses by
comparing axial tilt, the seasons, north pole stars in
the night sky and magnetic fields.
Rand shares: The Cubs were excited to get their
hands on the binoculars and to view their friends
and parents around the room. Exclaiming, “I can see
them like they are close enough to touch!” They
were very attentive when we gave directions on how
to focus the various types of binoculars. We even
had a “special” pair that puzzled them until we explained that these were solar binoculars
with special lenses that protected your eyes from
the Sun. So, indoors, they could see nothing. The
Cubs did not seem to understand the word focus

until we explained to them that what they are looking at should be sharp and clear, not be blurry or
fuzzy.
After our classes were taught, the Scouts proceeded to research and build their model colonies
and rovers using a myriad of materials from the
museum’s “Make it” laboratory. On Saturday morning, the Scouts presented their models to a panel
of “experts”. (“Experts” are in quotation marks
because the panel included Dan and Ray.) The true
experts came from a variety of backgrounds – a
high school physics teacher, a science fiction writer, a Virginia Tech graduate student with a degree
in Human Factors Engineering and who interned at
NASA’s Goddard Space Center, and an illustrator
who worked on the New Horizons mission. All were
impressed by the details, creativity, and imagination that the Scouts put into their projects.
With the completion of three nearly back-to-back
events, our club members felt a great sense of accomplishment (and a little bit of exhaustion). It
was difficult to compress so much astronomy into
such a short period of time with each group of
Scouts. During one break, the analogy of speed
dating was met with resigned laughter. Yet, the
Scouts obviously absorbed most everything and left
with a curiosity for more. That’s mission success!
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Monthly Calendar
MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, May 21st, 7:30 p.m., Classroom A, 3rd floor, Center on Church,
Downtown Roanoke. When Stephen Hawking died on March 14 th at age 76 he was arguably the world’s most
recognizable scientist and had earned such regard that his ashes would be buried in Westminster Abbey, in
the company of Isaac Newton and Charles Darwin. At our May meeting we will feature our own commemoration with “Stephen Hawking: A Retrospective,” a talk by RVAS Past President Michael Good. Michael will
offer us a quick look at the career, publications, and “wagers” of Dr. Hawking, and examine his impact upon
our understanding of our universe. We’ll also have our monthly What’s Up sky review and the usual retinue
of outreach, observing and other reports and announcements. Mark your calendar and we’ll see you on May
21st!
RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites. Cahas Knob
Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, is the traditional location most frequented. For updates on members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call the
RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates.
-- Friday and Saturday, May 4th and 5th. Sunset is at 8:13 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 9:53 p.m.
The Moon rises at 12:30 and 1:15 a.m., respectively.
-- Friday and Saturday, May 11th and 12th. Sunset is at 8:19 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 10:02
p.m. The Moon sets at 4:16 and 5:19 p.m., respectively.
-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: June 8th and 9th.
ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: Saturday, May 5 th, 9:00 p.m., Cahas
Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway. Nonmembers must register with Parks & Rec. at 540853-2236. Members can call 540-774-5651 for information. (Next session: June 9 th, 9:30 p.m., Cahas Knob
Overlook.)

Astro-Quiz
The Flat Earth Society engenders both incredulity and ridicule for its principles. But perhaps its members
are just setting their sights too narrowly and need to read up on the results from WMAP, the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe mission. How so?
Answer to Last Month’s Quiz: Last month we asked why it was that the quintessential home-made amateur
telescope of the mid-20th Century was a 6” f/8 reflector. In order for an image to come to focus all of the
light rays bouncing off a mirror must converge at a single point. The curve ground into a glass plate that accomplishes this is a parabola (more properly called a “paraboloid” in three dimensions). But the mirror grinding process tends to first form a spherical (“spheroid”) shape. To go from that to parabolic takes added effort and care. As it happens, smaller spherical mirrors with longer focal ratios—at least f/8 or longer—
depart from parabolic by a very small amount, and so can deliver acceptable images, even if left spherical.
Which is just what many mid-20th Century amateur telescope makers chose to do. Have an answer to this
month’s quiz (or a future question
and answer to suggest)? E-mail it
to astroquiz@rvasclub.org
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